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ABSTRACT

Purpose: Because signal-to-noise performance improves with increased magnetic field strength, the quality of magnetic
resonance images is greater at 3.0 tesla (T) than at 1.5 T. Because of the longer T1 values at higher field strength, intravenously administered magnetic resonance contrast agents provide improved T1 enhancement at 3.0 T. We have used
these factors to obtain high-quality contrast-enhanced imaging of small intraocular lesions using a standard head
radiofrequency volume coil. Specifically, we have examined lesion size and magnitude of maximum contrast enhancement in a series of intraocular melanomas before and during therapy.
Methods: Eighteen patients with intraocular masses were examined by 3.0 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) including intravenous contrast enhancement. Precontrast images were acquired through the orbits followed by sequential postcontrast images at 1-minute intervals for 5 minutes. The magnitude of contrast enhancement of the lesion, extraocular
muscles, and brain parenchyma was measured as a percentage increase in magnetic resonance signal over the preenhancement signal intensity.
Results: Lesions demonstrated different levels of enhancement ranging up to 130%. Three patterns of enhancement—
0% to 20%, 20% to 50%, and >50%—were identified. Brain parenchyma, benign lesions, and responsive tumors following brachytherapy with 125I demonstrated enhancement of less than 20%. Four choroidal melanomas showed intermediate (20% to 50%) levels of enhancement. Four malignant lesions (three melanomas, one metastatic tumor), as well as
the extraocular muscles, showed strong, rapid enhancement (>50%). Four patients who had MRI studies before and
following plaque brachytherapy ultimately demonstrated a decline in the contrast enhancement following treatment.
Conclusions: Contrast enhancement of intraocular lesions measured by 3.0 T MRI demonstrates different patterns of
enhancement that may be useful for indicating the degree of malignancy and in monitoring response to therapy .
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of choroidal melanomas is based on the
clinical findings by ophthalmoscopy and ultrasonography.
Greater than 99% of choroidal melanomas can be
correctly diagnosed by experienced observers using these
methods.1 Ancillary testing, such as fluorescein angiography, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), is used primarily to differentiate types of
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mass lesions and to define their extent.
Although most clinical scanners are still 1.5 tesla (T),
recently introduced 3.0 T scanners are rapidly proving
that the higher signal-to-noise performance of higher
magnetic field improves image spatial and temporal resolution. Dedicated MRI studies of the orbits are now possible with the standard head coil rather than having to
resort to specialized surface coils. The longer longitudinal
relaxation times (T1) at higher field make the same dose
of intravenous contrast agent more effective, thereby
enhancing T1-weighted images that can be acquired
rapidly through the orbits. Despite the small size of
intraocular lesions, sequential images can be obtained
following contrast administration to allow the maximum
enhancement to be determined accurately. This study was
undertaken to evaluate the contrast enhancement characteristics of 18 intraocular mass lesions (14 choroidal
melanomas, one metastatic lesion, two subretinal hemorrhages, and a choroidal nevus).
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METHODS

We studied 18 patients from June 2000 to September
2002 who presented to the Retina Service at the
University of Illinois at Chicago with intraocular masses.
All patients received a complete ophthalmic examination
including ultrasonography. Fluorescein angiography was
performed on six of 18 patients. All patients underwent a
complete metastatic evaluation by the internal medicine
service.
This retrospective study of ocular MRI examinations
was performed under the approval of the institutional
review board. Magnetic resonance imaging with intravenous contrast enhancement was performed on a 3.0 T
whole-body scanner (Signa VHi 3T; General Electric
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin).1 Sagittal T1weighted FLAIR (fluid attenuated inversion recovery)
images (TR = 2,613 ms, TE = 16 ms, FOV = 24 cm2,
acquisition matrix = 512 × 192, image thickness = 5 mm)
through the head were used for graphic prescription of
axial T2-weighted fast-spin echo images (TR = 5,000 ms,
TE = 102 ms, FOV = 15 cm2, acquisition matrix = 416 ×
416, image thickness = 1.5 mm, gap = 0.5 mm) through
the orbits. Precontrast axial T1-weighted spin echo images
(TR = 400 ms, TE = 19 ms, FOV = 14 cm2, acquisition
matrix = 416 × 160, image thickness = 3 mm, gap = 0.5
mm) were then obtained through the ocular lesion. For
lesions placed in the superior or inferior regions of the
globe, images were obtained in the coronal plane for
improved visualization.
Following administration of gadolinium–diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) contrast (Omniscan, 0.1
mmol/kg) via an antecubital vein, 5 volumes of same T1weighted spin echo images were acquired through the
globes at 1-minute intervals for 5 minutes. The timedependent enhancement patterns were obtained using the
average signal intensity from five separate regions of interest placed over each of three locations: the ocular lesion, the
brain gray matter, and the extraocular muscles, as a function
of time (Functools; General Electric Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin). The average and standard deviation
of the maximum enhancement for each region were calculated as the percentage difference between the preenhancement and maximum postenhancement signal intensities
divided by the preenhancement signal intensity for each
tissue on the T1-weighted images (Microsoft Excel;
Microsoft Corporation, Everett, Washington). The gray
matter of the brain served as a measure of signal intensity
stability over time, because no enhancement should occur
away from blood vessels when the blood-brain barrier is
intact. The muscle served as a measure of enhancement
expected for normally perfused tissue.
Lesion size was documented from the contrast-
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enhanced T1-weighted images as the longest baseline
dimension in the axial or coronal plane and the greatest
thickness of the lesion from the sclera into the vitreous.
Four eyes (patients 10, 15, 17, and 18) with large
uveal melanomas were treated by enucleation. Each eye
was fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and stained
with hematoxylin-eosin and the periodic acid–Schiff stain
without hematoxylin counterstaining to demonstrate
vasculogenic mimicry looping patterns.2
RESULTS

Table 1 categorizes the patients’ clinical information
(including age, race, sex), magnetic resonance characteristics of the lesion, magnetic resonance contrast enhancement characteristics, histopathologic findings, and presence or absence of microcirculatory networks. The shape
and location of these lesions on MRI correlated with the
clinical examination. All of the uveal lesions were well
visualized on both T1-weighted images (T1WI) and T2weighted images (T2WI). Fourteen of the lesions
suspected of being choroidal melanomas were found to be
hyperintense relative to vitreous on T1WI and
hypointense relative to vitreous on T2WI (Figure 1). In
contrast, the lesions from age-related macular degeneration and the nevus were dark on T1-weighted images. The
size as measured by ultrasonography correlated well with
the size measured on MRI.
The contrast enhancement of these lesions demonstrated three patterns of enhancement: <25%, 25% to
50%, and >50% (Figure 2). Benign lesions or some lesions
following plaque brachytherapy with 125I demonstrated
enhancement of less than 20%. One melanoma lesion
(patient 1) did not enhance, but this patient had recently
undergone chemotherapy for a primary lung adenocarcinoma, presumably also treating the coincidental ocular
lesion. There were four choroidal melanomas with an
intermediate (25% to 50%) degree of enhancement. Eight
lesions (seven melanomas, one metastatic tumor) showed
strong, rapid enhancement (>50%). The four patients
(patients 5, 6, 8, and 17) who had contrast enhancement
studies following plaque brachytherapy (Figure 3) showed
declines in contrast enhancement following treatment
(range, 3 to 17 months following treatment). Two of the
patients (patients 5 and 8) initially demonstrated a strong
increase in perfusion following brachytherapy, followed by
a decline in contrast enhancement.
Four globes (from patients 10, 15, 17, and 18) were
enucleated and examined by histopathology (Table 1).
Three of the four tumors demonstrated spindle B
melanoma cells. One tumor was composed of mixed
epithelioid and spindle B tumor cells. No microcirculatory
loops or networks were identified in any of the specimens.
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TABLE

1.

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING AND HISTOLOGIC RESULTS FOR

PATIENT NO.

T1WI

T2WI

Bright

Dark

Isointense

Dark

Bright

Dark

CM

Bright

M

CM

43

M

58

M

8

73

9

AGE

SEX

DIAGNOSIS

1

73

F

CM

2

20

M

PNET

3

26

M

CM

4

62

F

5

63

6
7

18

PATIENTS WITH INTRAOCULAR MASSES

% ENHANCEMENT

PATH

MICRO

–

NA

65

–

NA

75

–

NA

Dark

125

–

NA

Bright

Dark

58

–

NA

CM

Bright

Dark

58

–

NA

CM

Bright

Dark

58

–

NA

M

CM

Bright

Dark

50

–

NA

78

M

ARMD

Dark

Dark

5

–

NA

10

75

M

CM

Bright

Dark

57

Spindle B

11

46

M

CM

Bright

Dark

19

–

NA

12

59

F

ARMD

Dark

Dark

17

–

NA

13

63

F

Choroidal nevus

Dark

Dark

19

–

NA

14

83

F

CM

Bright

Dark

25

–

NA

15

84

F

CM

Bright

Dark

18

Spindle B

16

63

F

CM

Bright

Dark

36

–

17

67

F

CM

Bright

Dark

75

Spindle B

None†

18

31

M

CM

Bright

Dark

35

Mixed‡

None

0*

None

None

ARMD, age-related macular degeneration; CM, choroidal melanoma; Micro, microcirculation networks; NA, not applicable; Path, pathology; PNET, primary
neuroendocrine tumor; T1WI, T1-weighted images; T2WI, T2-weighted images. Dashed line = no pathology was obtained.
*Patient had received recent chemotherapy for primary lung carcinoma.
†Enucleation 3 months following plaque brachytherapy.
‡Mixed epithelioid/spindle B tumor.

DISCUSSION

Although ophthalmoscopy and ultrasonography remain
the primary modalities for evaluating intraocular masses,1
MRI can provide additional information on difficult cases
regarding diagnosis and evaluation of extraocular extension.3-10 Some investigators have noted decreased effectiveness of MRI in imaging amelanotic lesions.1-9
Choroidal melanomas are hyperintense on T1WI and
hypointense on T2WI relative to the vitreous humor.
These findings are due to the shortened T1 and T2 relaxation times of choroidal melanomas compared with
surrounding structures. The shortened relaxation times
are due to the paramagnetic properties of melanin.1-9
Melanin has been shown to produce stable free radicals,
which can cause proton relaxation enhancement, thereby
shortening both T1 and T2 time values.6-8 In contrast, most
other ocular tumors and tumors elsewhere in the body
generally have prolonged T1 and T2 times.6-8 The addition
of gadolinium-DTPA has been found to enhance tumor
delineation by shortening the T1 relaxation time to
produce increased signal intensity on T1WI.4,9 This effect

is further enhanced at 3.0 T compared with 1.5 T.
This study was undertaken to evaluate whether the
degree of intravenous contrast enhancement of intraocular masses, as demonstrated on a 3.0 T scanner using the
standard head coil, could be used to distinguish benign
from malignant lesions and to follow response of malignancies to brachytherapy. The enhancement findings of
the lesions were compared with muscle, which demonstrates strong, rapid perfusion, and brain, which does not
normally enhance (Figure 2). There were three patterns
of perfusion noted: 0% to 25%, 25% to 50%, and >50%.
Among the 0% to 25% group, the lesions were benign or
previously treated choroidal melanomas. Although one
patient (patient 1) had an active choroidal melanoma, she
had received chemotherapy for a primary lung adenocarcinoma, which may have altered the enhancement of the
choroidal melanoma. Four tumors demonstrated intermediate (25% to 50%) patterns of perfusion, and eight
lesions demonstrated strong, rapid uptake of contrast
(>50%), consistent with metastatic or malignant lesions.
The effect of plaque brachytherapy on degree of
enhancement was evaluated. All tumors treated with
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FIGURE 1A
T1-weighted image of orbit demonstrating hyperintense mass relative to
vitreous of right eye. This choroidal melanoma has an associated retinal
detachment that appears slightly less hyperintense.

FIGURE 1B
T2-weighted image of orbit of same case shown in 1A, demonstrating
hypointense mass relative to vitreous of right eye. Note that in the T2weighted image, the choroidal melanoma is seen as more hypointense
than the overlying retinal detachment and the vitreous cavity, which has
the most hyperintense signal in the eye.

FIGURE 1C
Histopathology of the same case shown in 1A, demonstrating an array of
spindle B cells and epithelioid cells. No vascular looping patterns were
seen by periodic acid-Schiff staining.

FIGURE 1D
Plot of the change in vascular enhancement of the same choroidal
melanoma shown in 1A over time. Note that there is a maximum
enhancement of 40% over the initial level.

FIGURE 1E
T1-weighted image of the orbit of a large ciliary body melanoma. Note
the shrunken right eye with the enhancing mass extending from the wall
of the globe into the anterior chamber.

FIGURE 1F
T2-weighted image demonstrating the hypointensity of the large ciliary
body melanoma shown in 1E, extending into the anterior chamber. The
vitreous is hyperintense compared with the melanoma.
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FIGURE 1G
Photomicrograph of a histologic section of same melanoma seen in 1E,
showing that the lesion is composed of predominantly spindle B cells. No
vascular loops were seen with periodic acid-Schiff staining.

FIGURE 1H
Plot of vascular perfusion of the same ciliary body choroidal melanoma
seen in 1E, demonstrating a maximum of 55% enhancement. Note also
the slow downward return of the enhancement toward baseline.

2
Scatter plot demonstrating range of maximum vascular enhancement by
3 tesla magnetic resonance imaging of 18 patients with intraocular masses
prior to treatment. The key shows the probable diagnosis of each intraocular lesion.

FIGURE 3
Graph demonstrating the time course of the response of the choroidal
melanomas’ vascular enhancement to plaque brachytherapy with 125I in
the four cases that underwent brachytherapy. Note the increase in
enhancement in two cases in the early time course followed by a diminution from the baseline levels.

plaque brachytherapy demonstrated a decline in the
percentage of enhancement. Interestingly, two of the
tumors initially had an increase in enhancement after
treatment followed by a subsequent decline in enhancement. We hypothesize that radiation damage to the tumor
vasculature initially enhanced leakage of contrast material
from the tumor circulation but later decreased as vessels
underwent thrombosis. Prior studies demonstrated thickening, thrombosis, and blood vessel damage11-14 following
radiation treatment to choroidal melanomas.
Four tumors were enucleated and evaluated by
histopathology. Three of the tumors were composed of
spindle B cells, and one tumor was composed of mixed
spindle B and epithelioid tumor cells. We examined the
tumor for the presence of microcirculatory loops and
networks. The presence of these networks has been correlated with an increased risk of metastatic disease.15-19 No
tumors had microcirculatory loops or networks. With a
larger cohort of tumors, future areas of investigation may

include associations between contrast enhancement of
choroidal melanomas and microcirculatory patterns.
Other imaging modalities for imaging the vascular
pattern of choroidal melanomas are currently being investigated. Indocyanine green (ICG) angiography is a technique utilizing the ability of long near-infrared wavelength
to penetrate the retinal pigment epithelium.20 The ICG is
highly protein-bound and therefore remains predominantly within the choroidal vessels. Confocal ICG scanning laser ophthalmoscopy has improved resolution to
view vessels to 20 mm.21-23 Investigators have used the
confocal ICG scanning laser to image choroidal melanoma
microcirculation patterns that have been correlated with
increased risk of metastatic death.15-19 These vessels have
been shown to regress after plaque brachytherapy,22,23 and
their presence in small melanocytic tumors is predictive
for future growth.23
Doppler ultrasound technology has also been used to
demonstrate the vascular perfusion of choroidal tumors.24-30

FIGURE
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Guthoff and associates25,28 demonstrated blood flow within
choroidal melanomas and a decrease in Doppler shift
following plaque brachytherapy. They felt that persistent
circulation in areas of tumor following plaque brachytherapy likely represented areas of tumor viability.25,28 Lieb and
colleagues26 demonstrated no flow on Doppler ultrasound
in nonmalignant lesions. They also showed lower blood
flow in choroidal melanomas after treatment with plaque
brachytherapy. Silverman and associates30,31 were able to
differentiate choroidal melanomas into high- and low-risk
groups by correlating ultrasound spectrum analysis with
histopathologic presence or absence of extravascular matrix
patterns on the basis of power spectrum analysis of raw
radiofrequency ultrasound data. This technique detects
patterning within tumors without detecting blood flow.
None of our patients who underwent enucleation and
whose tumors were available for histopathologic study
(cases 10, 15, 17, and 18) have experienced metastatic
disease, but the follow-up interval is short. None of these
patients showed evidence of extravascular matrix patterning in their tumors, but three of these tumors (in patients
10, 17, and 18) were recorded as having “high % enhancement” by 3.0 T MRI imaging. These early data suggest
that 3.0 T MRI may be measuring effects related to larger
vessels and not from vasculogenic mimicry patterning.
In summary, contrast dynamic imaging has been
shown to be of value at 1.5 T to evaluate the vascularity of
lesions, and with even better spatial and temporal resolution at 3 T, the ability to evaluate internal tumor characteristics has improved further.32-40 This small retrospective
study demonstrates that 3.0 T MRI detects different
enhancement patterns for different intraocular masses.
There seem to be three patterns of enhancement: 0% to
25%, 25% to 50%, and >50%. Benign or treated lesions
demonstrate perfusion under 25%. Malignant lesions
seem to demonstrate enhancement greater than 25%,
with most choroidal melanomas demonstrating strong
enhancement (>50%), suggesting a malignant process.
Following plaque brachytherapy, the enhancement may
initially increase, but then declines without any increase
and often with a decrease in lesion size. Further studies
are needed to ascertain if this contrast enhancement
pattern can be used to monitor therapy for ocular malignancies.
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DISCUSSION

DR JAMES J. AUGSBURGER. The authors of this report
ostensibly determined the vascular perfusion of choroidal
melanomas and a number of other lesions using 3 Tesla
magnetic resonance imaging. Regrettably, they really
didn’t do what they said they did. All they did was determine the contrast enhancement of evaluated lesions. Too
few lesions were evaluated to allow any meaningful
conclusion about the relative enhancement patterns of
choroidal melanomas and alternative tumors. The authors
reported post-imaging survival data on only a few of their
patients, so one cannot make any scientifically valid statement about the prognostic value of the obtained information.
Rather than dwell on specific shortcomings of this
paper, I’d like to ask an important ethical question raised
by this study. My question is “Who should pay for investigational clinical studies?” In any exploratory clinical
research study such as this one, I believe that the cost of
the studies being evaluated should be borne by the
researchers or their grants and not by the patients or their
insurers. The authors of this report will no doubt counter
that MRI with contrast is not in and of itself an experimental technique. They will undoubtedly also assert that
MRI’s of the orbits and brain are performed frequently in
many centers for other indications and even sometimes
for evaluation of intraocular mass lesions. I agree
completely with both of these assertions. However, MRI’s
of the orbits and brain or any other clinical studies
(including fluorescein angiograms, ICG angiograms,
OCT’s, corneal topographic maps, etc.) obtained primarily
for the purpose of producing descriptive clinical data
about the spectrum of findings in lesions of different types
but which provide no information that changes subsequent patient management are clearly research studies.
As such, they should not be billed to the patients or their
insurers.
DR GERHARD W. CIBIS. I would like to address the issue
raised of billing a patient for a test that may not in any way
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influence the treatment or outcome of that individual.
Having run an electrophysiology lab where, frequently,
the answers from my electroretinograms did nothing for
the treatment of the patient, I think the information gathered in that way and paid for by the insurance companies
was nonetheless extremely valuable.
DR JOSE S. PULIDO. I would like to thank Dr Augsburger
for having sent to me a critique of an earlier manuscript.
Some of his criticisms have been addressed in the submitted manuscript and it has helped to improve this groundbreaking study. In regards to the specific MR imaging
methods, these have been added in this manuscript. As for
the relationship between enhancement and perfusion,
they are strongly associated and the MR literature oscillates between the two. For instance, Molls et al state,
“The gadolinium-induced enhancement of signal intensity
versus noise in the early phase after bolus injection is a
reliable parameter for the perfusion in the regions of
interest….Thus the pre-therapeutic investigation of blood
flow (dynamic CT, MRI, Positron emission tomography)
can contribute to a more individual planning of treatment
(decision for or against hyperthermia in addition to radiotherapy or chemotherapy).”1
Furman-Haran and her colleagues state, “The kinetics and extent of signal enhancement are related to
changes in the concentration of the contrast agent…
Physiological models used to analyze contrast-enhanced
images and obtain perfusion parameters of tracer kinetics
were based on the work of… Problem is good high temporal and comcomitant spatial resolution while at the same
time maintaining a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.”2
Let me address the issue of the use of MR imaging.
First, we had IRB approval. Secondly, one of the great
strengths of ophthalmology is our specialization to our
small area of the body. On the other hand, this can also
turn into a weakness because we have to resist the urge to
be insular and provincial when it comes to advances elsewhere in the body. I believe that Dr Augsburger’s criticisms come from not knowing the extensive literature
regarding the clinical use of MRI for evaluation of vascularity for many other forms of tumors throughout the body
and the brain.
Last year, Dr Paul Lauterbur from the University of
Illinois won a Nobel Prize for his pioneering work in
magnetic resonance imaging.3 The University of Illinois
has always been at the forefront in MR imaging and the
work from Dr Mahmood Mafee has set the bar for the use
of MR in orbital diseases.4-7 Dr Augsburger’s misperceptions about the value of MR probably arose from the early
studies using the 0.5 Tesla machines and the early 1.5
Tesla machines where the spatial resolution was poor.8 By
the late 90s the resolution was good enough that MR
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imaging at least rivaled ultrasound for detection of
extraocular extension.9-11
During the same time period, the temporal resolution
was being exploited by others to look at the vascularity of
tumors in the breast, the brain, and other areas in the
body.1,2,12-18 Indeed, Kuhl and colleagues wrote, “The diagnostic value of the early-phase enhancement rate criterion
has been established by the findings of several recent
studies…In practice, evaluation of lesion time course
kinetics has already had considerable effect on the
management of lesions in breast MR imaging.”12
Furman-Haran and colleagues state, “In contrast to
histological assessment, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, which is increasingly employed in the
clinic, is a highly sensitive, noninvasive technique for
detecting and diagnosing the nature of breast lesions.
Moreover, it has great value as a quantitative tool for
mapping the unique properties of tumor vasculature.”2
Another quotation showing the value of perfusion
imaging was from Degani and colleagues who wrote, “It
can monitor alterations in vascular parameters during
tumor development, in response to treatment and during
metastatic spread. The use of this methodology in the
clinic has proven to be a highly efficient technique of the
diagnosis and prognosis of malignant lesions.”18
With the advent of 3Tesla imaging, which parenthetically, was championed by one of my co-authors, high
spatial as well as temporal resolution is possible and this is
becoming the unit of choice throughout the United
States. We are presently working on a 9.4 Tesla machine.
Finally, considering that vascularity is a separate
prognostic indicator and therapeutic indicator elsewhere
in body and that work from another of my co-authors, Dr.
Folberg, as referenced in the manuscript, shows that it is
also important for uveal melanomas and we recommend
the use of the special ultrasound machine championed by
Dr Coleman or the 3Tesla imaging that we are using to
monitor patients.
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